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Probability distribution functions of derivatives and increments for decaying Burgers turbulence

J. Bec and U. Frisch
Observatoire de la Coˆte d’Azur, CNRS UMR No. 6529, Boıˆte Postale 4229, 06304 Nice Cedex 4, France

~Received 4 June 1999!

A Lagrangian method is used to show that the power law with a27/2 exponent in the negative tail of the
probability distribution function~PDF! of the velocity gradient and of velocity increments, predicted by E
et al. @Phys. Rev. Lett.78, 1904~1997!# for forced Burgers turbulence, is also present in the unforced case. The
theory is extended to the second-order space derivative whose PDF has power-law tails with exponent22 at
both large positive and negative values and to the time derivatives. PDF’s of space and time derivatives have
the same~asymptotic! functional forms. This is interpreted in terms of a random Taylor hypothesis.

PACS number~s!: 47.27.Gs, 02.50.Ey, 05.60.2k
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I. INTRODUCTION

E et al. @1# made various predictions concerning the on
dimensional Burgers equation

] tu1u]xu5n]x
2u1 f , ~1!

with viscosityn and a randomd-function correlated in time
force f (x,t), which is homogeneous, periodic and smooth
the space variable. One prediction concerns the probab
density function~PDF! of the velocity gradientj5]xu. Ac-
cording to Ref.@1#, in the limit n→0, the statistically sta-
tionary solution of Eq.~1! has a PDF

p~j!}uju27/2 for j→2`. ~2!

This power-law range is due to preshocks, nascent sho
with a cubic root structure, as discussed by Fournier
Frisch @2#. There has been an interesting controversy ab
this negative tail of the PDF, which we shall not try to sum
marize here~see, e.g., Refs.@3–5# and references therein!.
There is no complete proof at this moment of the validity
the 27/2 law, but significant progress has been made
cently @6#. We shall not dwell now on the issue of the vali
ity of the 27/2 law for forced Burgers turbulence.

It is our intention here to show that the27/2 law is also
present in unforced decaying Burgers turbolence. Spe
cally, we shall consider solutions of Eq.~1! in the limit n
→0 with f 50 and random zero-mean-value initial cond
tions u0(x) which are periodic~a unit period is assumed fo
convenience!, statistically homogeneous, and sufficien
smooth. One such instance is to take Gaussian initial co
tions with a spectrum that decreases exponentially at h
wave numbers. Such ‘‘large-scale’’ initial conditions will de
velop nonsmooth features~preshocks and shocks! after some
~random! time.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we consi
the deterministic problem in Lagrangian coordinates a
identify the preshock events leading to large negative gr
ents. In Sec. III we derive the27/2 law for the PDF of the
first derivative. In Sec. IV, we derive similar laws for highe
order space derivatives and the time derivative. In Sec. V
derive the corresponding results for the PDF of space in
ments. In Sec. VI we make concluding remarks.
PRE 611063-651X/2000/61~2!/1395~8!/$15.00
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II. THE LAGRANGIAN REPRESENTATION
AND PRESHOCKS

In the absence of force and of viscous dissipation and
long as no shock has appeared, the Burgers equation~1! has
the obvious solution

u~x,t !5u0~a!, a5Lt
21x, ~3!

where

Lt :a°a1tu0~a!, ~4!

is called thenaive Lagrangian map. This is indeed just a
statement that the velocity of a fluid particle is conserved
Lagrangian coordinates.~Following standard tradition, we
denote Lagrangian initial coordinates bya and Eulerian co-
ordinates byx.!

A remarkable property of the unforced Burgers equat
in the limit of zero viscosity, which follows from the Hopf
Cole solution~see Refs.@7,8# for details!, is that Eq.~3!
remains valid in the presence of shocks provided the na
Lagrangian map is replaced by the~proper! Lagrangian map
Lt . The latter is defined as follows. First, we define t
initial potential ~up to an additive constant! by

u0~a!52]ac0~a!. ~5!

We then define the Lagrangian potential by

w~a,t ![2
a2

2
1tc0~a! ~6!

and observe that the naive Lagrangian map is simply
negative gradient of the Lagrangian potential:

Lta52
]

]a
w~a,t !. ~7!

The Lagrangian map is defined as

Lta[2
]

]a
wc~a,t !, ~8!

where wc(a,t) is the convex hullwith respect toa of the
Lagrangian potentialw(a,t). The convex hull of a function
1395 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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1396 PRE 61J. BEC AND U. FRISCH
f (a) can be defined as the smallest piecewise differentia
function that is greater than or equal tof (a) for all a and
such that its derivative is nonincreasing.

The graph of the convex hull ofw(a,t) is made of pieces
of the graph of the functionw(a,t) joined by linear seg-
ments, sitting over the Lagrangian shock intervals, as sh
in Fig. 1. Hence, the Lagrangian map coincides with
naive Lagrangian map except over the Lagrangian shock
tervals where it is constant~see Fig. 2!. Thus, Eq.~3! with Lt
given by ~4! remains valid outside the Lagrangian shock
tervals.

We can now use this solution~3!,~4! to calculate the Eu-
lerian velocity gradient, i.e., its first-order space derivati
in Lagrangian coordinates. Differentiating Eq.~3! and using
Eq. ~4!, we obtain

]xu~x,t !5u08~a!
1

]ax
5

u08~a!

11tu08~a!
, ~9!

whereu08(a)[du0(a)/da. We immediately observe that, fo
t.0, the only way in which this gradient can become lar
and negative is to have a very small denominator in Eq.~9!.
For the kind of smooth initial conditions considered here,
denominator is necessarily positive for sufficiently sm
times. Leta* be the location where the initial velocity gra
dient u08(a) achieves its minimum over the period. At

t5t* 5min
a

F2
1

u08~a!
G , ~10!

we have the first preshock, i.e., a shock is born@2#. Subse-
quently, other~less negative! local minima of u08(a) may
also produce preshocks, provided that the corresponding
cation has not already been captured by a previously ge

FIG. 1. Lagrangian potential and its convex hull in the prese
of a shock interval extending froma2 to a1.

FIG. 2. Lagrangian map before~a! and after~b! the appearance
of a shock. The naive Lagrangian map is shown as a dashed l
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ated ‘‘mature shock.’’ Thus, large negative Eulerian gra
ents must come from the neighborhood of preshocks.

We now recall, for use in later sections, the local~normal!
form of the Lagrangian and Eulerian solutions near a p
shock. Leta* be a local negative minimum ofu08(a). We
then have~generically!

u08~a* !,0, u09~a* !50, u0-~a* !.0. ~11!

Taylor expanding neara* , we have

u0~a!.u0~a* !1u08~a* !~a2a* !1
u0-~a* !

6
~a2a* !3.

~12!

By Eq. ~4!, for t neart* 521/u08(a* ), the naive Lagrangian
map is given by

x.a* 1tu0~a* !1
t* 2t

t*
~a2a* !1

t* u0-~a* !

6
~a2a* !3.

~13!

Hence, for givenx and t, near x(a* ,t* ) and t* , respec-
tively, the naive Lagrangian map can be inverted by solv
~to leading order! a cubic equation. Fort<t* , this equation
has a single real solution and the naive Lagrangian map
incides with the Lagrangian map. Fort5t* , the time of the
preshock, the equation simplifies and its solution reads

a2a* .F 6

t* u0-~a* !
@x2x~a* ,t* !#G 1/3

. ~14!

Substitution in Eq.~12! gives

u~x,t* !.u0~a* !2
1

t*
F 6

t* u0-~a* !
@x2x~a* ,t* !#G 1/3

.

~15!

This is the well known Eulerian cubic root structure of pr
shocks. Fort slightly in excess oft* , the naive Lagrangian
map is not monotonic and cannot be inverted~otherwise
there would be three branches!. There is now a shock. The
corresponding shock interval can be determined by using
convex hull construction on the Lagrangian potential.
leading oder, it is found that the shock interval extends fr
a2 to a1, which are such thatx(a6,t)5a* 1tu0(a* ),
namely,

a62a* .6F 6~ t2t* !

t
*
2 u0-~a* !

G 1/2

. ~16!

This condition expresses that, to leading order, the Eule
location of the shock remains fixed in a frame moving w
the velocityu0(a* ).

In Fig. 3, we have illustrated the Eulerian structure of t
solution at three times: just before, at, and just after the t
t* of the preshock.
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PRE 61 1397PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION FUNCTIONS OF . . .
III. THE PDF OF THE VELOCITY GRADIENT

Our purpose is to derive the behavior forj→2` of the
PDF of the velocity gradient

p~j;x,t ![^d„j2]xu~x,t !…&, ~17!

where angular brackets denote ensemble averaging ove
random initial conditionu0. By the assumed homogeneit
p(j;x,t) is obviously independent ofx @and will subse-
quently be denotedp(j,t)#. It follows that

p~j,t !5K E
0

1

d„j2]xu~x,t !…dxL . ~18!

Having thus a representation of our PDF as a space inte
over the Eulerian coordinatex, we can make the change o
variable from Eulerian to Lagrangian coordinates, using
mapLt . The same idea was used in Ref.@2# to calculate the
Fourier transform of the Eulerian solution during the ea
phase of regularity~before the appearance of shocks!. This
idea also works for later times provided we use the Lagra
ian map, which differs from the naive Lagrangian map~4!
only by the exclusion from the basic periodicity interv
@0,1@ of the Lagrangian shock intervals. Let us denote
DL(t) the set of so-called regular points, i.e., Lagrang
points that do not belong to shock intervals. Using the L
grangian representation~9! of the velocity gradient, we ob
tain from Eq.~18!

p~j,t !5K E
DL(t)

dS j2
u08~a!

11tu08~a!
D u11tu08~a!udaL .

~19!

Note that 11tu08(a) is the Jacobian of the Lagrangian ma
Hereafter we shall use several times the formula

d„f ~y!…5(
j

1

u f 8~yj !u
d~y2yj !, ~20!

where theyj ’s are the zeros off and f is assumed to be
sufficiently smooth.

Let us denote bybk the ~discrete! Lagrangian locations
where the arguments of the delta function in Eq.~19! vanish,
i.e., locations which are the roots of

j2
u08~b!

11tu08~b!
50. ~21!

FIG. 3. Eulerian structure of the solution~a! just before a pre-
shock;~b! at the time of a preshock;~c! just after a preshock.
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Using Eq.~20! and evaluating the derivative of the argume
of the delta function in Eq.~19! at the point where this ar
gument vanishes, we can rewrite the PDF of the gradien

p~j,t !5
1

u12tju3 (
k

K 1

uu09~bk!u
E

DL(t)
d~a2bk!daL ,

~22!

where the integral over the delta function may be viewed
shorthand for the indicator function ofDL(t) @equal to one if
bkPDL(t) and to zero otherwise#. Note that the right-hand
side ~rhs! of Eq. ~22! has auju23 dependence for largej if
we take into account only the first factor. Actually, we sh
see that the presence ofu09(bk) in the denominator provides
an additionaluju1/2 factor and that realizability condition
provide auju21 factor, so that the PDF will be proportiona
to uju27/2.

So far, we have not made any expansion. Let us n
concentrate on the case of large negativej ’s. As observed in
Sec. II, this happens only in the neighborhood of preshoc
The latter originate from Lagrangian locations at whi
u0(a) has an inflection point satisfying Eq.~11!. Let a* j be
the discrete set of such locations.

We show now by perturbation theory that, for each su
point, there are zero or two roots of Eq.~21!. Indeed, using
the Taylor expansion~12!, in Eq. ~21!, we obtain

~b2a* j !
2.

2

tu0-~a* j !
F2

1

tj
212tu08~a* j !G , ~23!

which has either two roots~denotedbj
6) or none, depending

on the sign of the rhs Definingt* j[21/u08(a* j ), it is now
convenient to distinguish the casest<t* j andt.t* j , corre-
sponding respectively to before and after the preshock.
fore, the Lagrangian shock interval neara* j is empty; the
two conditions thatt<t* j and that the rhs of Eq.~23! is
positive read

2
1

t
<u08~a* j !,2

1

t
2

1

t2j
. ~24!

After t* j , the Lagrangian shock interval is defined by E
~16!. Since shock intervals are excluded from the integ
~22!, acceptable solutions must be outside of such interv
This andt.t* j again provide two conditions, namely,

2
1

t
1

1

2t2j
,u08~a* j !,2

1

t
. ~25!

We observe now that the two conditions~24! and ~25! may
be written as a single condition

2
1

t
1

1

2t2j
,u08~a* j !,2

1

t
2

1

t2j
, ~26!

which, for large negativej, restrictsu08(a* j ) to being near
21/t in a small interval of length23/(2t2j). We shall de-
note by1PS„u08(a* j );t,j… the indicator function equal to on
if u08(a* j ) is in this preshock realizability interval and t
zero otherwise.
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1398 PRE 61J. BEC AND U. FRISCH
The integral overa appearing in Eq.~22! is over the
complement of shock intervals. The above analysis o
takes care of those nascent shock intervals that can be c
lated perturbatively. A further condition is that the pointa* j
should not be within a mature shock interval that was crea
before timet. Because of the convex hull construction, this
a global geometrical constraint that cannot, in general,
expressed perturbatively. We shall denote by1DG(t)(a) the
indicator function equal to one ifa is outside such a globa
shock interval and to zero otherwise.

We now return to Eq.~22!. Sincebk5bj
6 , which is close

to the a* j ’s whereu09 vanishes, we can use the Taylor e
pansion uu09(bj

6)u.ubj
62a* j uu0-(a* j ), which by Eq. ~23!

takes the same value forbj
1 andbj

2 . Hence, the contribution
to the integral in Eq.~22! of the twobk points in the neigh-
borhood of each pointa* j is 21PS(u08(a* j );t,j)1DG(t)(a* j ),
where the products of the indicator functions express
shock interval exclusion. Using Eq.~23!, we now obtain

p~j,t !.
t1/2

utju3

3K (
j

21PS„u08~a* j !;t,j…1DG(t)~a* j !

H 2u0-~a* j !F2
1

tj
212tu08~a* j !G J 1/2L .

~27!

Since the sum is over points of vanishingu09 with u0-.0, by
use of Eq.~20! this may be rewritten as

p~j,t !.
~2t !1/2

utju3 K E
0

1

da
„u0-(a)…1/2d„u09(a)…

F2
1

tj
212tu08~a!G1/2

3H„u0-(a)…1PS„u08~a!;t,j…1DG(t)~a!L , ~28!

where H(•) is the Heaviside function.
Now, interchanging the mean value and the integrat

over a, we observe that, because of homogeneity, the in
grand does not depend ona. Hence, the integration overa
can be omitted. Let us denote byp3,0(u8,u9,u-u1DG(t)51)
the joint PDF of the first three derivatives of theinitial ve-
locity at an arbitrary Lagrangian location, knowing that th
location is not within a mature shock interval at timet. We
can then write

p~j,t !.
~2t !1/2

utju3 E
0

`

du-E
2(1/t)1(1/2t2j)

2(1/t)2(1/t2j)
du8

3
~u-!1/2p3,0~u8,0,u-u1DG(t)51!

F2
1

tj
212tu8G1/2 . ~29!

In Eq. ~29!, the variableu8 is constrained to remain ver
close to21/t for j→2`. Assuming that the densityp3,0 is
ly
cu-

d

e

e

n
e-

smooth in itsu8 argument, we can replace the latter b
21/t and carry out the remaining integration overu8, to
obtain

p~j,t !.2A3t24D~ t !uju27/2, j→2`, ~30!

where

D~ t ![E
0

`

du-~u-!1/2p3,0S 2
1

t
,0,u-U1DG(t)51D . ~31!

This concludes the derivation of the27/2 law for decaying
Burgers turbulence. The time-dependent constantD(t) is ex-
pressed in terms of a conditional probability that cannot
calculated without solving a global geometric random pro
lem @9#. A more explicit form is obtained for smallt: the
condition 1DG(t)51 may then be omitted and the integr
~31! can be calculated, e.g., in the Gaussian case. Indeed
the kind of large-scale initial conditions assumed here,
near some pointa* , the initial velocity gradientu08 achieves
a very large negative minimum close to21/t, the other
minima will be above21/t with a probability very close to
unity, so that it is nearly certain that no mature shocks h
been formed.

IV. HIGHER-ORDER SPACE DERIVATIVES AND TIME
DERIVATIVES

We begin with the second Eulerian space derivative]x
2u.

The method is rather similar to the one used for the fi
derivative. So, we shall avoid repeating details. From E
~3!, ~4!, and~9!, it follows that

]x
2u5]a~]xu!

1

]ax

5]aF u08~a!

11tu08~a!
G 1

11tu08~a!

5
u09~a!

@11tu08~a!#3
. ~32!

Denoting byp(2)(j,t) the PDF of]x
2u, we have, as before,

p(2)~j,t !5K E
DL(t)

dS j2
u09~a!

@11tu08~a!#3D u11tu08~a!udaL .

~33!

For Gaussian statistics or, more generally, when the pr
ability of very large values ofu09(a) is very small, large
values of]x

2u will be due overwhelmingly to small denomi
nators. That is, they will again originate from the neighbo
hood of preshocks. Near an inflection pointa* j of the kind
considered in Sec. III, we have

]x
2u.

u0-~a* j !~a2a* j !

F11tu08~a* j !1
t

2
u0-~a* j !~a2a* j !

2G3 . ~34!
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This is an odd function ofa2a* j that can achieve both larg
positive and large negative values.~Hence, we obtain power
law tails at both ends.!

As before, in Eq.~33! we change from a delta functio
over j to delta functions over those Lagrangian locationsbk
where the second space derivative is equal toj. It is easily
shown that the condition whereby the rhs of Eq.~34! is equal
to j has either two solutions~on the same side ofa* j ) or
none. Obtaining these solutions explicitly requires solving
algebraic equation of degree six inb2a* j . Nevertheless,
the conditions for the existence of such solutions can be w
ten explicitly, as before. In the early shock phase there m
now be either two, or one, or zerobk’s outside of the shock
interval. The length of the realizability interval in the var
able u08(a* j ) is now O(uju22/5). The coefficient in front of
the distributionsd(a2bk) is now found to beO(uju28/5). It
follows that

p(2)~j,t !}uju22, j→6`. ~35!

The time-dependent constant in front of the22 power law
can again be expressed in terms of the conditional joint pr
ability p3,0 already introduced, but this is very cumbersom
since it involves the solution of the aforementioned equat
of degree six.

The theory can be extended to higher-order space de
tives but becomes even more cumbersome. Somewhat s
ficial inspection~mostly by dimensional analysis! indicates
that the PDF’s have in such cases power-law tails with
ponent 2(3n14)/(3n21) @10#. For even n the tail is
present for both large negative and large positive values.
oddn.2 it is certainly present for large negative values a
may also be present for positive ones~e.g., forn53).

Finally, we turn to the Eulerian time derivative. We defi

p] tu
~h,t !5^d „h2] tu~x,t !…&. ~36!

From Eq.~3! we have

] tu~x,t !5u08~a!] ta, ~37!

where] ta is calculated for a given Eulerian positionx. Time
differentiation ofx5a1tu0(a) gives

] ta52
u0~a!

11tu08~a!
. ~38!

Hence,

] tu~x,t !52
u0~a!u08~a!

11tu08~a!
. ~39!

Note that the rhs is just2u]xu, which could have been
deduced from the Eulerian inviscid equation. Substitut
Eqs. ~39! in ~36! and proceeding almost exactly as in Se
III, we obtain

p] tu
~h,t !.2A3t24E6~ t !uhu27/2, h→6`, ~40!

where
n

t-
y

b-

n

a-
er-

-

or
d

g
.

E6~ t ![6E
0

6`

duuuu5/2E
0

`

du-~u-!1/2

3p4,0S u,2
1

t
,0,u-U1DG(t)51D , ~41!

which involves the joint PDFp4,0(u,u8,u9,u-u1DG(t)51) of
the initial velocity and its first three derivatives at an arb
trary location, knowing that this location is not within a m
ture shock interval at timet. Note that the PDF of the time
derivative ~40! is just the PDF of the space derivative~30!
with the change of variableh→2u0j and an extra averag
ing overu0. This is the result we expect if, in Eq.~39!, we
neglect the variation ofu0(a) near a preshock. It is easil
shown, when doing the complete asymptotic expans
along the same lines as in Sec. III, that this is indeed the c
for the leading-order behavior. This theory can again be
tended to PDF’s of higher-order time derivatives that follo
the same power laws as for space derivatives.

Obtaining for the PDF of the Eulerian time derivative th
same law as for the space derivative is not very surprising
high-Reynolds-number turbulent flows it is well known th
when there is a large mean flow, the Eulerian temporal str
ture is, to leading order, determined by the spatial struct
in the reference frame of the mean flow~this is often referred
to as the ‘‘Taylor hypothesis,’’ but is of course a simp
asymptotic result!. Furthermore, when there is no mean flo
it is generally believed that the small-scale temporal str
ture is still determined by the spatial structure, since mos
the time dependence comes from the sweeping of small-s
eddies by larger energy-containing eddies that have m
larger but random velocities. For the case of Burgers tur
lence, the identical functional forms of Eqs.~30! and ~40!
may be seen as a proof of this ‘‘random Taylor hypothesi
Note that it is the sweeping by the random velocities of
shocks @u0(a) at those locations whereu08(a),0, u09(a)
50 andu0-(a).0# that determines the interplay of tempor
and spatial structures. Since we assumed that the velocity
zero mean value, the random velocities at the shocks
have both signs, so that the27/2 power-law tail appears a
both large positive and large negative values of the Eule
time derivatives. Alternatively, one may calculate the PDF
] tu in the frame moving with the shock~assuming there is a
single shock!. In this case one obtains a much steeper l
}uhu26. Note that this is not the PDF of the Lagrangian tim
derivative. For unforced Burgers turbulence in the invisc
limit, this derivative is exactly zero.

V. VELOCITY INCREMENTS

We define the Eulerian velocity increment over a sepa
tion Dx as

DuE~Dx;x,t ![u~x1Dx,t !2u~x,t !. ~42!

Our goal is to find the PDF

pDu~j,Dx,t ![^d„j2DuE~Dx;x,t !…&, ~43!
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1400 PRE 61J. BEC AND U. FRISCH
for valuesj of sign opposite to that of the separation. Let
introduce the Lagrangian velocity increment, defined outs
the Lagrangian shock intervals, as

DuL~Dx;a,t ![DuE@Dx;a1tu0~a!,t#. ~44!

Proceeding as at the beginning of Sec. III, we obtain

pDu~j,Dx,t !5K E
DL(t)

d„j2DuL~Dx;a,t !…u11tu08~a!udaL .

~45!

For a givent,Dx andj, we must now find those Lagrangia
locations, denotedbk , where the argument of the delta fun
tion in Eq. ~45! vanishes. For this, it is convenient to ass
ciate with eachbk , the pointbk8 such that their images by th
Lagrangian mapLt are separated by a distanceDx, while the
velocities differ byj. We thus have

u0~bk8!2u0~bk!5j ~46!

bk81tu0~bk8!5bk1tu0~bk!1Dx. ~47!

The equivalent of Eq.~22! is now

pDu~j,Dx,t !5(
k

K U @11tu08~bk8!#@~11tu08~bk!!

u08~bk8!2u08~bk!
U

3E
DL(t)

d~a2bk!daL . ~48!

Here we shall be interested exclusively in situatio
where

uDxu!utju!1, ~49!

which originate from the neighborhood of preshocksa* j
where the Taylor expansion~12! may be used@11#. From
Eqs. ~46! and ~47!, we then obtain thatbk is a root of the
following quadratic equation inb:

~b2a* j !
21tj~b2a* j !1

t2j2

3
1

2

tu0-~a* j !

3F11tu08~a* j !1
Dx

tj G50. ~50!

We shall see that Eq.~50!, together with the realizability
condition of having real roots not belonging to a shock
terval, can have zero, one, or two solutions, which we s
denote bybjm . We then approximate the PDF~48! using the
Taylor expansion~12! near preshocks to obtain

pDu~j,Dx,t !.(
jm

K UAjm1BjmU E
DL(t)

d~a2bjm!daL ,

~51!

where

Ajm5
@11tu08~a* j !1tu0-~a* j !~bjm2a* j !

2/2#2

tju0-~a* j !~bjm2a* j !
, ~52!
e

-

s

-
ll

Bjm5t@11tu08~a* j !1tu0-~a* j !~bjm2a* j !
2/2#. ~53!

The realizability conditions associated with Eq.~50! lead
to rather involved expressions for the PDF. Simple scal
behavior emerges in two limiting cases. To express the c
responding conditions in reasonably compact fashion,
shall assume that the third derivativeu0-(a* j ) is of order
unity.

For utju!uDxu1/3 theAjm term in Eq.~51! dominates. For
utju@uDxu1/3, the Bjm term dominates. In the former cas
Ajm can be further approximated:

uAjmu.
uDxu2

utju3uu0-~a* j !~bjm2a* j !u
. ~54!

~Realizability imposes thatj and Dx be of opposite sign.!
Substitution of Eq.~54! into Eq. ~51! leads essentially to the
same expression~27! as for the PDF of velocity gradients
provided ~i! we replace the Eulerian velocity gradient b
j/Dx and ~ii ! multiply the PDF~27! by 1/uDxu. Hence,

pDu~j,Dx,t !.
1

uDxu
pS j

Dx
,t D}uDxu5/2uju27/2 ~55!

for uDxu!utju!uDxu1/3,
j

Dx
,0. ~56!

For 1@utju@uDxu1/3 the Bjm term in Eq.~51! dominates.
Contrary to the former case, the situation is quite differe
from that which what has been studied in Sec. III. We sh
therefore give more detail. With the assumptions made,
condition whereby the quadratic equation~50! has real roots
reads

u08~a* j !<2
1

t
2

u0-~a* j !

24
t2j2, ~57!

which, given the positivity ofu0-(a* j ), implies thatt.t* j

521/u08(a* j ). It is then easily checked that one of the tw
roots of Eq.~50! is not acceptable because it is within th
Lagrangian shock interval. The condition whereby the ot
one is outside this interval reads

2
1

t
2

u0-~a* j !

6
t2j2<u08~a* j !. ~58!

Equations~57! and~58! now play the role of the realizability
conditions~26! in Sec. III. Proceeding along the same lin
as in Sec. III, we obtain

pDu~j,Dx,t !.
t3

8
F~ t !uDxuuju, ~59!

for uDxu1/3!utju!1,
j

Dx
,0, ~60!

where
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F~ t ![E
0

`

du-~u-!2 p3,0S 2
1

t
,0,u-U1DG(t)51D , ~61!

andp3,0 is defined as in Sec. III.
We observe that thej dependence of our results~55! and

~59! for decaying burgers turbolence is essentially the sa
as that proposed in Ref.@1# for the forced case.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

We have shown here that several results proposed in
@1# for forced Burgers turbulence are also valid for decay
Burgers turbulence and can actually be derived by system
asymptotic expansions, using a Lagrangian approach.
results that carry over from the forced to the unforced c
are those involving preshocks :27/2 power law for the PDF
of velocity gradients and increments and11 power law for
the PDF of increments over suitable ranges. For the tai
the PDF of gradients at largepositivej, a decaying exponen
tial law of the argumentj3 is generally proposed@1,12–15#.
This result, unrelated to preshocks, has no counterpart in
decaying case. Indeed, it follows then fromDj/Dt52j2,
whereD/Dt denotes the Lagrangian derivative, that the P
of j is exactly zero forj.1/t.

Our results involving the27/2 power law are quite ex
plicit: for example, we obtain the~time-dependent! constant
D(t), given by Eq.~31!, before the power law~30!. The
expressionD(t) for short times, when mature shocks ha
negligible probability, can be written explicitly in terms o
the joint PDF of the first three derivatives of the initial v
locity at an arbitrary location. For later times we need t
conditional PDF, knowing known that no mature shock
present at that location. Obtaining this exactly, say
Gaussian initial conditions, may be very hard. But it is po
sible to construct lower bounds. For example, larg
deviations theory may be used to show that2 lnD(t)
5O(ln2t) for t→` @16#.

We observe that, formally, our results can easily be
tended from the case of a space-periodic homogeneous in
conditionu0(a) ~as assumed in Ref.@1#! to that of a random
homogeneous mixing initial condition defined on the who
real line. For this it suffices to use ergodicity and to repla
in Eq. ~18!, the mean of the integral over the period b
limL→`@1/(2L)#*2L

1L . After this, the calculation is essentiall
unchanged.

It is of interest to point out that without careful handlin
tt.
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-
ial

,

of the shock conditions, an incorrectuju23 power law is ob-
tained for the left-hand tail of the PDF of gradients. Indee
the PDF~22! has an overalluju23 factor in front of the rhs
~for large uju). If in the remaining factor we perform the
integration over the whole Lagrangian interval@0,1@ without
excluding the Lagrangian shock interval, we obtain an or
unity contribution. It has already been pointed out in R
@17# that auju23 law is obtained from multivalued solution
of the Riemann equation. This is indeed equivalent to us
the naive Lagrangian map; note that it gives the correct
swer when using the Zeldovich approximation in cosmolo
which allows ‘‘multistream’’ solutions@18,19#.

It is shown in Ref.@20# that there is a simple relation
between the velocity gradient and the density of an advec
passive scalar. When this density is initially uniform, th
implies that the power law with exponent27/2 also applies
to the tail of the density PDF. Analogous results can be
tained in several dimensions, where they have cosmolog
implications; this requires the study of singularities of mu
tidimensional convex hulls@19#.

Finally, there is a problem which is in a way intermedia
between the decaying and the forced cases, nam
‘‘kicked’’ Burgers turbulence. The space-periodic forcef ap-
pearing in Eq.~1! is then of the form

f ~x,t !5(
j

f j~x!d~ t2t j !, ~62!

where thef j (x) are deterministic or random prescribed fun
tions. Between the kicking timest j we have decaying dy-
namics. At timet j the velocity undergoes a temporally~but
not spatially! discontinuous changef j (x). When thet j ’s are
equally spaced and all thef j (x)’s are equal, the solution o
the Burgers equation converges to a space-time-peri
function. PDF’s obtained by space and time averaging h
exactly the same scaling properties as those obtained her
random decaying Burgers turbulence. Very clean scaling
be obtained by numerically simulating this problem using
modification of the fast Legendre transform method of Re
@8,21#. Such questions are discussed in Ref.@5#.
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